Market Place Plaza

Market Place Plaza is a public space that would serve as the forecourt to surrounding development. It is envisioned as a paved open space with canopy trees to be used for a variety of smaller special events as well as for daily activity. The plaza would be used for pick-up and drop-off of campus tour bus users and would link University Center to the planned Gilman Transit Hub via Transit Walk.

Design elements would include improved lighting, hardscape improvements, retail carts or pavilions, tables and seating, and appropriate landscaping.

50th Anniversary & Donor Opportunity

This site could provide a naming opportunity within a newly invigorated, high traffic, urban center of the campus.

As a primarily paved open space, pavers could be used to provide small donor opportunities that could help to create a larger functional open space.

Market Place Plaza could provide a permanent design solution as envisioned in campus planning documents.